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ABSTRACT. This paper presents the use of a commercial Navier-Stokes turbulent flow 
code (FLUENT) as a mean to evaluate the behavior of a Francis turbine runner for the 
design and off-design conditions. The fl.ow in the runner is analyzed numerically at differ
ent operating points. The numerical results permit to observe physical phenomena in the 
runner that are important in the process of hydraulic turbo machinery design. Values of 
different velocity components in the flow , blade pressure distribution .. . given by the model 
are compared with experimental data at nominal and off-design flow conditions. Computer 
resource involves in the flow analysis should be compatible with the need of design process 
of a runner. Therefore 12 hours of CPU time can be considered as acceptable for calculating 
at each operating point on a computer workstation of medium size power. 

1 Introduction 

Numerical fl.ow simulations in a runner of hydraulic turbines now are very frequent. T his 
paper presents the capacity of the FLUENT software for modelisation of fl.ow in a runner 
at nominal and different off-design operating conditions. 

In this study, the FLUENT software using a k- standard turbulent model , is used to 
analyze the behavior of the runner designed by Neyrpic. It is also used for experimental 
research work in the laboratory LEGI, INPG (Institut National Polytechnique Grenoble). 
To enhance the accuracy of the prediction, it is necessary to calculate t he 3D fl.ow at both 
steady and unsteady states. However the transient calculations in a complete turbine run
ner with a large number of nodes requires too much computational effort to be practicable. 
Therefore t his method consists in modeling and computing the 3D fl.ow for different oper
ating points in a single channel of t he 13-blade runner with periodicity assumed between 
the channels of the turbine. 

After control of numerical convergence, comparison between experimental data and 
numerical results of the specific energy and momentum is proposed . The physical coher
ence is shown with many operating points. The unsteady calculation gives the results 
more accurate than those of the steady simulation, however it requires more CPU t ime 
for the numerical convergence. 
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2 Tools and geometry 

2.1 Turbulent models and boundary conditions 

For all the calculations, the Navier-Stokes -turbulent viscous flow code (the commercial 
code FLUENT) is used. It is a finite volume code with a lot of available turbulent models . 
The equation for conservation of mass can be written as: 

(2 .1) 

where p, u: the density (net mass) and the velocity; i(x, y, z): the coordinate system's 
directions . 

Conservation of momentum in the i-th direction in an inertial (non accelerating) ref
erence frame is described by the equation: 

(2 .2) 

where pis the static pressure, Tij is the stress tensor, P9i and Fi are the gravitational body 
force and external body force in the i-th direction respectively. The stress tensor is given 
by the following formula: 

(2 .3) 

where µ is the molecular viscosity and the second term on the right side is the effect of 
volume dilation. 

Substituting Reynolds decomposition ui = ui + u~ into the Navier-Stokes equation, we 
have the same general form with the velocities and other solution variables now presenting 
averaged values. The additional terms that present the effects of turbulence -pu~uj appear 
in the averaged momentum equation. These Reynolds stresses must be modeled in order 
to close the average equations: 

op o -
ot + OXi (pui) = O, 

OUi op 0 [ (OUi OUj 2 J: OUt)] p- = - - + - µ - +-- - Uij - + 
ot oxi OXj OXj oxi 3 ox1 

(2.4) 

o ( - , ') F + ox . -puiuj + P9i + i· 
J 

A common method employs the Boussinesq hypothesis (used in the Spalart-Allmaras 
model and the k - c model) to relate the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gra
dients: 

(2.5) 
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where µt is t he turbulent viscosity. According to JONES and LAUNDER [3]: 

1 
3 

I 

where k = 2 L.::u/; 
i = l 

au' au' 
E = V - i _ i 

OXj OXj . (2.6) 

The turbulent kinetic energy k, and the turbulence dissipation rate E are described, by the 
equations : 

where 

P - ( OUi OUj) OUi - µt -+ - -
OXj OXi OXj ' 

Cµ = 0,09 ; <Yk = 1.00; <YE:= 1.30 ; Cd = 1.44; C€2 = 1.92 . 

(2.7) 

Two additional transport equations (2 .7) for the .turbulent kinetic energy k, and the 
turbulence dissipation rate E are solved and µt is computed as a function of k and E. 

The standard k - E model is well valid only for the fully turbulent flows. Therefore in this 
study the turbulent model used is the standard k - E with logarithmic wall laws. 

FLUENT provides the ability to calculate streamwise-periodic fluid flow. This flow is 
encountered in a variety of applications, including flows across turbo machinery. In such 
flow configurations, the geometry varies in a repeating manner along the direction of the 
flow leading to a periodic fully-developed fl.ow regime in which the flow pattern repeats in 
successive cycles . 

In this work, the fl.ow in a channel of the 13-blade turbine runner is calculated by 
FLUENT. The channel grid (Fig.1) of this simulation contains 75113 elements including 
71900 tetrq,hedrons, 2856 hexahedrons and 357 prisms. This method permits to use the 
boundary conditions as outlet with radial equilibrium pressure distribution; lateral faces 
with periodic conditions in order to reduce calculation domain; shroud , hub and the blade 
with wall condition and inlet with the boundary condition extrapolated from the results 
of the calculation for the runner guide vane interaction [1], [5] . 

Fig. 1. The t urbine runner and the single channel 
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Many important engineering flows involve swirl or rotat ion and FLUENT is well
equipped to model such flows. Rotating flows are encountered in turbo machinery. The 
fl.ow involves a rotating boundary which moves through the fluid (for example an impeller 
blade) so we need to use a rotating reference frame to model the problem. 

Because the rotation defined by the boundary conditions can lead to a large complex 
forces in t he fl.ow, t he FLUENT calculations will be less stable as the speed of rotation 
increases. Hence, one of t he most effective control is to solve t he rotating fl.ow problem 
start ing with a low rotational speed and then slowly increase it up to the desired level. 

2.2 Numerical scheme 

FLUENT allows us to choose either of. two numerical methods: coupled solver and seg
regated solver. The last one is used in our calculations . Using the segregated solver, the 
governing equations are solved sequentially (segregated from one another) . In both the 
segregated and coupled solution methods, the non-linear governing equations are linearized 
to produce a system of aligns for the dependent variables in every computational cell. The 
resultant linear system is solved to yield an updated flow-field solution. The manner in 
which the governing equations are linearized may take an implicit or explicit form with 
respect to t he set of dependent variables . In t he segregated solution method each discrete 
governing equations is linearized implicitly. In summary, the segregated approach solves 
for a single variable field by considering all cells simultaneously. It then solves for the next 
variable field by again considering all cells at the same time, and so on. 

2.3 Discretisation 

FLUENT uses a control-volume-based technique to convert t he governing equations to 
the algebraic equations t hat can be solved numerically. FLUENT stores discrete values 
of t he scalar ¢ at t he cell center. However , values of ¢ converted through the faces are 
required for the convection terms in the discrete aligns and must be interpolated from 
t he cell center values. This is accomplished using an upwind scheme. FLUENT allows us 
to choose from several schemes: first-order upwind, second-order upwind, power law and 
QUICK In t his work, the second-order upwind is selected. 

3 Calculation process and time 

Eight calculations for different operation points are needed for one aperture angle of the 
runner guide vane and the calculations are performed with both the steady and unsteady 
solutions. These eight operating points of the t urbine correspond to the experimental 
conditions including 1 nominal and 7 off-design points (3 overfull load points, 3 partial load 
points and the runaway point that is the extremely dangerous operating condition with 
minimal measured efficiency value and torque null) . The parameters of these points such 
as the fluid head, the flow , the rotational speed, the moment are obtained by experiment. 
The values of the flow and the rotational speed are using for the boundary conditions and 
t he moment as a creteria for the calculation evaluation. These parameters are shown in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Off-design-Overfull load Nominal Off-design-Part ial load 

<p 0.51 0.47 0.42 0.38 0.32 0.28 0.21 
(runaway) 

w 

(rad/ s) 
51.49 56.38 62.32 69.94 82.77 96 .53 123.11 

w 2.22 1.85 1.52 1.2 0.86 0.63 0.39 

In Table 1, each operating point is characterized by two non-dimensional parameters 
defined as: <p = ,..}R3 : Coefficient of flow rate and ?jJ = w;9J::i : Coefficient of specific en-

2 e 2e 

ergy. where Q, H , w, R 2e are respectively related to t he flow rate, the fluid head (H= 3m for 
this simulation), t he rotational speed and t he specific radius of t he runner (R2e= lOOmm). 

Simulations were made on the Silicon Graphics Type 02 work station with 256 MB 
of memory. The calculat ion time for an unsteady solution varied from 12 hours for the 
nominal point to 120 hours for t he runaway. 

Since t he FLUENT formulation is fully implicit, t here is no stability criterion t hat 
needs to be met in determining the time step. However , to model transient phenomena 
properly, it is necessary to set llt at least one order of magnitude smaller than the time 
constant in t he system being modeled . Therefore the time step chosen in t his simulation 
corresponds to t he rotation of the runner for 1 degree (0,00025s at nominal). 

The last flow solution calculated for one calculation is always used as init ial approxima
t ion for the next one. Calculation t imes then reduce wit h t he number of iterations because 
the global flow solution approaches convergence. At the end of each solver it eration, the 
residual sum for each of the variables is computed and stored . 

4 Results and discussion 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of Moment and Efficiency 
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After control of numerical convergence of the flow rate, the components of velocity, the 
turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulence dissipation rate c, comparison between ex
perimental data and numerical results obtained,with FLUENT are proposed. The physical 
coherence is shown with the moment criteria. Other comparisons are made on the experi
mental values of the velocity components at the outlet section. The analysis of the numer
ical results is in agreement with the experimental ones. The blade loading (moment) is 
well calculated in which the results of the unsteady formulations are more accurate (Fig. 2) . 

The calculation gives correct results [l] , [7]. In particular the moment is well predict 
as nearly null torque at runaway (Fig. 2). We can clearly see the capability of the code in 
simulation of the flow in a Francis turbine at nominal and off-design operating conditions. 
The error becomes higher at the overfull load points , i. e. from the nominal point . For 
the value of moment, the calculat ion error (14 , 77% maximal) caused by the hydraulic and 
mechanical loses in the volute, the distributor and the diffuser since these parts are not 
including in the calculation domain. The pressure d~stribution on both sides of the blade 
is illustrated in the Figs . 3 and 4. At nominal the pressure distribution on both faces 
of blade is regular (Fig. 3a, 4a) while at runaway, an inversion of the blade charging is 
observed on the leading edge (Fig. 4b) and nearby the shroud zone (Fig. 3b). The stress 
state of the runner is particularly important at runaway point . 
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Fig. 3. Static pressure distribution on pressure side of blade at nominal (a) and runaway (b) 

On the pressure side , at the off-design operating points , the relative velocity fields show 
that the flow is strongly perturbative on the leading edge and the hub zone, however it is 
almost regular on the suction side (Fig. 6). At the off-design operating points, the greatest 
part of kinetic moment is observed at outlet which causes g, swirl and recirculation flow 
close to the axis of the runner which prevents to obtain experimental data in this area 
that is illustrated in Fig. 5 with R = 0 corresponding to the center of outlet survey section. 
Flow surveys have been carried out with a four-holes pressure probe at the outlet sect ion 
of the runner for many different operating conditions and for many radial positions . The 
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non-dimensional velocities are used for t he comparison, defined as : 

K C ~ ~ KC = ~ KC = ~ 
u V'I9H m V'I9H r V'I9H 

where Cu, Cm, Cr are respectively related to t he circumferent ial velocity, the axial velocity 
and the radial velocity. 
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- 2.8 4e • 04 

Fig. 4. Static pressure distribution on suction side of blade at nominal (a) and runaway (b) 
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Fig. 5. Relative velocity field on pressure side (a) and suction side (b) of blade at runaway 

For t he outlet of the grid the numerical results coincide well with experimental flow 
survey. The evolut ion of the velocity components on the outlet is predicted for all operating 
points . In particular the velocity components are well predicted at the best efficiency point . 
However , due to the recirculation occured in the axis zone, at t he off-design points t he 
experimental and numerical velocities are not coincided in this area (Fig. 6) . 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of velocity components on outlet survey section 

5 Conclusion 

The calculations of the flow in a Francis turbine runner for many operating points are well 
performed with the industrial Navier-Stokes code (FLUENT). The mesh size is intention
ally limited in order to obtain acceptable CPU t imes on a classical workstation. The most 
relevant information for the design process is well predicted such as the pressure, relative 
velocity evolution on blade, the moment, the numerical runaway point . Unsteady calcula
tions provide good results with the well defined inlet boundary conditions. The evolution 
of velocity components is especially well calculated at nominal. For the other operating 
points , the velocity components is well predicted in the zone outside the recirculation. 
This method illustrates the capacity of the commercial code (FLUENT) for calculating 
the flow at nominal and even at the off-design operating points of hydraulic machines. It 
can then be very useful for the turbine designer to simulate the flow in the runner, then 
open a perspective for calculating th~ flow passing all components such as distributor , 
runner and suction pipe of a hydroelectric plant . 

The present work is funded by the National Program for Fundamental Research 
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TINH TOAN DONG CHAY 3D TRONG BANH CONG TAC TUABIN FRANCIS TAI CHE 
DQ LAM VI~C THIET KE v A NGO AI THIET KE 

Bai baa gi&i thi~u phuang phap su di,mg pha n mem FLUENT de tinh toan dong chay 
trong banh cong t ac cua m9t tuabin Francis t 0i che d9 thiet ke ciing nhu t0i cac che d9 
lam vi~c ngoai t hiet ke. Tu cac ket qua nh;%n duqc tlr tinh toan , co the phan t inh va mo 
ta, duqc tr0ng thai dong cha,y trong banh cong t ac t 0i cac che d9 lam vi~c khac nhau, dieu 
nay rat co y nghia trong t hiet ke may thuy khi. Gia tr! cac thanh phan v~n t oe cua dong 
chay va sv phan b6 ap suat t ren be m~t canh nh~n duqc tu ket qua tinh t oan phu h9'P 

v&i t hvc nghi~m . 

Chi p]lf tha i gian may t rong qua t rlnh tinh toan va phan tich dong chay phai phu h9'P 
v&i yeu cau t rong ti en t rlnh thiet ke banh cong tac. v &i banh cong tac duqc khao sat 
trong bai bao nay, t hai gian 12 gi& de d0t h9i tv doi v&i bai t oan tinh t0i m9t che d9 lam 
vi~c va t hvc hi~n t ren may tinh thong dvng Ia co the chap nh~n duqc. 
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